Fanboy number 51 ½:

FANBOY
APOLOGIZES
(For the first time.)
Hello. David Recine here, bringing you the only half issue ever to be released
concurrently with a regular issue. This marks a grave occasion.
In Fanboy number 51, released hours ago as I type this, I printed a cartoon
critical of the new management at Racy’s Coffee lounge. Fanboy has always
served as an open forum for opinions, and the problem is NOT that someone was
critical of a local business, much less a local business I patronize and enjoy. The
problem was the wording and imagery in the cartoon. The cartoon, in the manner it
was drawn and delivered, served to disrespect the memory of the former proprietor
of Racy’s who recently passed away, upsetting a number of her friends,
acquaintances and loved ones. This terrible mistake is NOT the responsibility of
the cartoonist who drew it. It is my responsibility, as the editor and publisher who
thoughtlessly printed it. I make no excuses for my carelessness. It was an
inexcusable and despicable oversight, something I did not stop to think about but
should have. I’m sure I speak for the hundreds of regulars and semi-regulars at
Racy’s when I say that we all want to honor the memory of the former proprietor
and show respect to her loved ones, including the current owner.
In printing that cartoon, I disrespected and dishonored her memory, and I’m
sorry. Initially I was going to go to all my distribution venues and remove the
copies, reprinting and re-inserting the offending leaf. I elected not to because I
want to take responsibility for my mistake rather than covering it up. Moreover, I
do not want to undermine the right those who complained have to their anger.
I can’t undo my mistake. This half-issue does not make up for my mistake,
and I accept that. sufficient contrition. I am putting this out because I feel it is the
right thing to do. I have learned a valuable lesson the nature of journalistic
responsibility, even in a small and silly publication like this. I assure you, this will
not happen again. The next two pages contain material that didn’t make the
deadline for issue 51. The back page contains an unpaid advertisement for Racy’s.
---David Recine 2-20-05
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This is an unpaid advertisement for:

RACY
D’LENE’S
VERY COFFEE
LOUNGE
LOCATED ON 404
RIVERSIDE AVE. IN
EAU CLAIRE
Coffee, confections, beverages, food.
Just off of Water Street, behind the Pioneer
Tavern and the French Confection.

834-0000

